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Welcome to the first edition of Land Management Today.  We bring you a compendium of current 

concerns to the land manager, rural chartered surveyor and other rural professional advisers.  This 

edition covers some of the many challenges and opportunities before us in the management of the 

United Kingdom’s rural land resource: 

• Threats and opportunities facing UK farming, are we on the brink of a monotonous 
monoculture as we face up to labour scarcity? 

• but does the opportunity to capitalise on nature offer another way forward? 

• Brexit and the rural economy 

• the parlous state of our national forestry resources 

• the growing importance of robotics in the agricultural industry  

• the commercial benefits associated with a diverse workforce 

• agricultural trade issues 

• new perspectives on landlord-tenant relationships 

• the fundamental importance of soil 

• grants and support, now and in the future 

• utilities: new laws on telecoms and the digital economy, and new rules on acting in 
compulsory purchase claims for chartered surveors 

• and last but by no means least the growing number of digital apps which show great 
promise for the future support of rural professional practice. 

 

We aim to bring readers straight to the point.  Each article is written to inform and to stimulate.  

Some are opinion pieces; others take the form of short technical briefings.  All are intended to 

advance rural professional practice.  Further information is sign-posted where appropriate. 

This edition is the work of a group of postgraduate land management students at Harper Adams 

University who came together for a week to study a module called Land Use and Management.  

Short biographies of those who could be persuaded to spare their blushes are included at the end.  

At the start of the week we made a list of potential topics.  The task of writing one or two articles 

each were then divided and the first draft material was prepared by the end of the week. 

The range of topics demonstrates how diverse the modern profession of rural land management 

and valuation has become; the authors themselves show the diverse range of backgrounds which 

can lead to useful employment in the sector.  Almost without exception our group are all studying 
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in order to qualify as rural chartered surveyors: the future of the profession appears to be in good 

hands. 

Charles Cowap 

Harper Adams 

July 2017 
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How farming is set to lose its flavour 
Kelvin Grimes 

If farmers are not able to look to Europe for labour once we leave the EU, diverse farm businesses 

will die out. Economic Protectionism through self-sufficiency is something that most countries 

throughout the world would like to benefit from. The idea of not relying on imports of food and 

labour to prop up the agricultural sector sound idyllic. But the fact of the matter is, in the UK, 

when it comes making money through diverse farming, this just cannot happen. 

If EU workers disappear from British farming, diverse crops grown in the UK could disappear 

overnight. Meurig Raymond, the president of the National Farmers’ Union has warned that food 

will “rot in the fields” if growers do not have access to the number of workers they have been able 

to employ whilst being an EU member state. As negotiations are now underway, the media is full 

of speculation about what kind of Brexit will be on the table, and how this trade deal with Europe 

is going to look. But if growers have no access to seasonal workers through the free movement of 

labour, they will not have to worry about what type of deal we will obtain, as overnight, growers 

all over the country, will just disappear. 

It is estimated that the farming industry currently needs the support of up to 90,000 seasonal 

workers, from picking roses for valentine’s day, to picking strawberries for Wimbledon, the 

majority of this labour is undertaken by European workers, and this figure is only set to rise. These 

workers often come to fill the vacant jobs that UK citizens shun, just driving through Norfolk, or 

Lincolnshire, or most counties, you will see fields bursting with workers picking away to keep our 

supermarkets stacked with the products we love. If we lose this army of labour, are fruit and 

seasonal vegetable farmers ready? 

Just this week a fruit grower who farms in Berkshire, Surrey and West Sussex, and an open leave 

voter, has come out to say that his business will collapse without EU migrant workers. In an 

interview with the Independent Mr Hall stated that “If EU labourers disappear I don't have a 

business. It's as simple as that”. For someone who farms over 1,100 acres of summer fruits to 

come out with this sparks fear all over the country. If someone of a farm that size will not be able 

to make it pay, how will the smaller scale? Moreover in this same interview Mr Hall quoted that 

British Summer Fruits (BSF), the industry body, claimed prices for strawberries and raspberries 

could “soar” by between 35 per cent and 50 per cent if Brexit restricted access to EU labour. So the 

effects will not just be felt by the growers, but in fact it is the consumer who will feel this sharp 

rise. 

But the question is, how are we going to tackle this? Well one simple answer that is already being 

looked into, machinery. There is an argument that having fields full of hundreds of labourers 

picking lettuces in places like rural Lincolnshire is archaic, and just an exploitation of cheap labour. 

Investment in technology by farmers would mean that we would not have to rely on this import of 

work. Instead, we would be able to harvest these crops with minimal labour, and maximum 

efficiency. But this argument is obviously circular, as are farmers going to get financial support to 

be able to purchase this type of machinery? Shiny machinery comes with a vast price tag. Again, 
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this is currently unknown, but campaigns such as “not a penny less” have started to gain 

momentum to try and protect the levels of BPS (Basic Payment Scheme) that farmers are currently 

obtaining year on year. Campaigns such as this are what farmers need to start getting behind if 

they wish to keep to keep the levels of support similar to that they already receive. 

Another option that some farmers will be hoping for is that workers will still be able to come to 

work in the UK on permits. But recent figures suggest that with the Brexit vote going the way it 

did, the attraction of Britain for European workers has now lost its appeal. How far afield do we 

look for the labour? The forthcoming Agriculture Bill may offer some hope. 

The next two years are crucial for the farming industry, especially for diverse farms who have been 

relying on foreign labour to harvest their crops. If we cannot make it pay producing our own crops 

and harvesting them ourselves, where is the industry going to end up? Leaving the EU is meant to 

spark opportunity within the UK, but if seasonal workers disappear then the reliance on imports to 

be able to enjoy the asparagus, strawberries, raspberries (just to name a few) that we love is going 

to rapidly increase. Costly colourful fields of flowers, fruits and seasonal vegetables will be 

ploughed up and forgotten, Britain will have sadly lost its flavour. 

Further information: 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/brexit-latest-eu-migrant-workers-fruit-farm-

harry-hall-hunter-partnership-bbc-radio-4-today-a7802381.html  

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2000/dec/10/eu.politics2  

Buying into Ecosystem Services - whetting the appetite for diversification 
Archie Ruggles-Brise1 

Clean water, flood management, wellbeing and soil are all new ways to generate income.  

Trading milk quotas or BPS entitlements posed a huge challenge when they emerged but soon 

became the day job. The same will be true of ecosystem services thanks to the diversity of the 

rural profession.  

The mood music from Government poses a fundamental change to the traditional basis of what it 

means to derive income from land. Rural surveyors will find themselves at the coal face of this 

change and need to get up to speed to make the most of it for their clients.   

• Identify the ecosystem services your land can provide 

• Identify who are your buyers 

• Work with neighbours to build an offer 

• Link up with brokers 

• Be ready as the markets develop 

                                                 

1 Partner at Spains Hall Estate and Trustee of the Essex and Suffolk Rivers Trust archierb@spainshall.co.uk 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/brexit-latest-eu-migrant-workers-fruit-farm-harry-hall-hunter-partnership-bbc-radio-4-today-a7802381.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/brexit-latest-eu-migrant-workers-fruit-farm-harry-hall-hunter-partnership-bbc-radio-4-today-a7802381.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2000/dec/10/eu.politics2
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What are ecosystem services? 

In order to sell any product in a market you first need to work out what it is you are trying to sell. 

The language of ‘natural capital’ and ‘ecosystem services’ is typical of lofty government-sponsored 

committees and policy groups as the descriptions hardly conjure up images of what they mean in 

practice. You could be forgiven for dismissing the ideas as irrelevant, returning instead to the day 

job.  

But that would be to miss out on a potentially huge opportunity.  

Simply put Ecosystem Services are anything that is provided by the landscape at large that is of 

value to society. Many are things we are already well-versed in managing. Food, fuel and fibre 

production are ecosystem services (provisioning services2 in the parlance). These are easy to 

understand, they have ready markets and we know how to grow, harvest, market and sell them. 

The shift is to consider other services, many of which land managers already provide, but which 

they aren’t often paid for.  

 

Figure 1 - Examples of Payments for Ecosystem Services schemes 

                                                 

2 Reports from the UK National Ecosystem Assessment Follow-on Phase (2014) http://uknea.unep-
wcmc.org/Resources/tabid/82/Default.aspx - Services descriptions Technical Reports Ch 13-16.  

•Buyer: Utility Companies
• Examples: South West Water, 

Wessex Water, United Utilities

• Water quality improvement 
(siltation reduction, phosphate 
reduction)

• Biodiversity enhancement

• Habitat enhancement

Clean Water

•Buyer: Coca-Cola UK
• Ecosystem service source

• Food production

• Flood management

• Clean water

• Carbon capture

• Biodiversity habitat

Soil & Sedment 
Management

•Buyer: UK Government / 
Private Industry

• Downstream flood alleviation

• Water quality improvement

• Biodiversity enhancement

• Reduced maintenance costs

• Income stream for farmers 
(fishing, widlife photography)

Natural Flood 
Management

•Buyer: Water Utilities, 
Private Industry, Carbon 
Offsetting schemes

• Habitat Enhancement

• Water quality improvements

• Flood reduction

• Carbon sequestration

Carbon 
Management

•Buyer: Industry, 
Healthcare, Government

•Reduced NHS costs

• Increased wellbeing

•Additional income for land 
managers

Access & 
Recreation

Get your valuation hat on, combine it with some wet and muddy boots and have a coffee with 

your mates, the result might just be the diversification that sees you through these turbulent 

times. 

http://uknea.unep-wcmc.org/Resources/tabid/82/Default.aspx
http://uknea.unep-wcmc.org/Resources/tabid/82/Default.aspx
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Clean water, another provisioning service, relies heavily on the way the land is managed. Society 

values sparkling streams and increasingly water companies realise land management is a reduced 

cost way of treating drinking water and sewage effluent3.  

Water level-management (to reduce flooding and store water to lessen the impact of drought) has 

recently attracted £15m of government funding as is being delivered through Catchment 

Partnerships www.catchmentbasedapproach.org ). There is a growing interest in the market value 

of water and ways to sell this benefit. Increasingly there are also brokerage organisations who help 

link sellers and buyers.  

 

Figure 2 - Brokerage in ecosystem services contracts (www.wrg.org)  

 

Natural Capital – the foundation for Ecosystem Services 

Underlying the provision of goods and services in the natural environment are fundamental 

elements of the landscape, the “Natural Capital”. The ONS estimate that this was worth £1,573 

billion to the UK in 20114 stating that “UK Natural Capital is comprised by all the ecosystem 

services which UK natural assets provide”5. Natural assets (or stocks) include soil, air, water and all 

living things, plus the pleasure and inspiration we derive from the landscape, but once again 

unfamiliar terminology belies some familiar concepts.  

Soil, minerals, habitats, nutrient and water cycles are all included and this should start to make 

rural professionals feel more at home. These are things we understand and know how to manage. 

                                                 

3 Defra Payments for Ecosystems Services Pilots https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/payments-for-ecosystem-
services-review-of-pilot-projects-2011-to-2013  
4 UK Natural Capital – Initial and Partial Monetary Estimates (2014) 
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20160105160709/http:/www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/environmental/uk-natural-
capital/initial-estimates/art-article.html  
5 https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/nationalaccounts/uksectoraccounts/methodologies/naturalcapital  

http://www.catchmentbasedapproach.org/
http://www.wrg.org/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/payments-for-ecosystem-services-review-of-pilot-projects-2011-to-2013
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/payments-for-ecosystem-services-review-of-pilot-projects-2011-to-2013
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20160105160709/http:/www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/environmental/uk-natural-capital/initial-estimates/art-article.html
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20160105160709/http:/www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/environmental/uk-natural-capital/initial-estimates/art-article.html
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/nationalaccounts/uksectoraccounts/methodologies/naturalcapital
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Natural capital is fundamental to our industry with much of the profit we make being derived from 

this basis.  

 

Figure 3 - ONS and Defra estimates for naturally derived profit in 20146 

“Everyone lives by selling something” 

As Robert Louis Stevenson famously said the basis of most professional life is based on sales. Rural 

professionals are no exception and it is through this lens that the developing markets in ecosystem 

services should be viewed. The trick with any developing market is to identify who wants to buy 

what.  

More and more examples of industry purchasing goods and services from the natural environment 

emerge each year, but it is still a world populated by the quick-thinking, persistent and 

imaginative.  

  

                                                 

6 2016 UK natural capital: monetary estimates, 2016 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/environmentalaccounts/bulletins/uknaturalcapital/monetaryestimates2016  
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Figure 4 - Who are potential buyers? A selection of Natural Capital Coalition partners 

www.naturalcapitalcoalition.org  

So what should you do? Look again at the land you manage, what are the natural resources you 

are responsible for? Do you have fields that flood, or could be made to flood, might this form the 

basis of a Natural Flood Management scheme7. Are your estates rich in peat or woodland, could 

this form the basis of a carbon trade and capture enterprise8? Do you have a local business looking 

for ways to help their employees improve their wellbeing9? Could you work with your neighbours 

to link up biodiversity, flood and water management, access and recreation across a catchment10? 

The latest research suggests that it is this sort of collaborative approach that will yield the biggest 

rewards for land managers.  

So get your valuation hat on, combine it with some wet and muddy boots and have a coffee with 

your mates, the result might just be the diversification that sees you through these turbulent 

times. 

  

                                                 

7 http://www.theriverstrust.org/2017/04/26/study-shows-that-natural-flood-management-could-reduce-flooding/  
8 https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/mediafile/100390345/A-guide-to-woodland-carbon-for-business.pdf  
9 https://naturalresources.wales/about-us/news-and-events/news/new-woodland-driven-forward-by-nrw-and-ford/?lang=en  
10 http://www.green-alliance.org.uk/natural_infrastructure_schemes.php  

http://www.naturalcapitalcoalition.org/
http://www.theriverstrust.org/2017/04/26/study-shows-that-natural-flood-management-could-reduce-flooding/
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/mediafile/100390345/A-guide-to-woodland-carbon-for-business.pdf
https://naturalresources.wales/about-us/news-and-events/news/new-woodland-driven-forward-by-nrw-and-ford/?lang=en
http://www.green-alliance.org.uk/natural_infrastructure_schemes.php
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Battery storage, the next big thing for energy production? 
Hester Dalton 

• What is battery storage?  

• How can it help energy production? 

• What are the benefits to landowners? 

• How can landowners get involved? 
One of the most prominent challenges facing renewable energy production, especially wind and 

solar power, are the low capacities and inconsistency at which the energy is produced by these 

forms; it is not always windy or sunny. Battery storage presents a solution to this, and it looks 

likely to be key to the long-term success of renewable energy. The notion also offers an important 

opportunity for landowners.  

Battery storage works by storing electricity during off-peak hours when excess energy is produced, 

and then releasing the energy back onto the grid when required during peak periods. As such the 

batteries work as a balancing service to the national grid, and can also be used to counteract the 

inconsistencies in renewable power production.  

One of the largest of these battery storage facilities is in Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire. Here the 

array of thousands of batteries provides six megawatts of power, and 10 megawatt-hours of total 

storage11. Another project, set up in 2016, is at Slepe Farm, Dorset, where battery storage units 

store energy generated by a ground-mounted solar farm installation, and then release it when 

required back onto the National Grid12.  

So what are the benefits to landowners? The increased and consistent source of income such 

projects could provide. Companies such as Green Hedge are offering a rent of £20,000 per annum 

for a period of 25 years for the use of storage facilities. Hosting battery storage facilities would also 

have relatively small impact on the surrounding vicinity due to the low noise and visual impact. 

Projects such as the one at Slepe Farm also offer important opportunities for landowners with 

solar or wind power generation technologies already in place, and will allow landowners to 

increase their income and the efficiency of the energy they produce. 

Why are battery storage facilities not more common? Firstly they are a relatively new technology, 

so a cautious uptake is to be expected at first. Secondly there seems to be a trend of landowners 

being approached by technology companies interested in locating facilities on their land, but then 

no further progress being made.  This is due to the specific requirements for suitable sites. Battery 

storage for substations such as the one in Leighton Buzzard must be located close to a substation, 

and the substation must have excess capacity to charge the storage facility. The site cannot be 

located in the Green Belt, National parks or AONBs, in addition to flood zones 2 or 313.  This 

significantly limits the number of suitable sites. 

                                                 

11 http://leighton-buzzard.co.uk/battery.htm  
12 http://anesco.co.uk/slepe-farm/  
13 http://www.green-hedge.com/the-energy-barn/  

http://leighton-buzzard.co.uk/battery.htm
http://anesco.co.uk/slepe-farm/
http://www.green-hedge.com/the-energy-barn/
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Despite this, as this technology becomes more popular, it will offer significant opportunities for 

landowners to diversify their income streams. Many battery storage companies offer online testing 

facilities to give an initial platform to put forward potential sites and test whether they are 

suitable. Therefore, landowners should be encouraged to get involved with such opportunities and 

be proactive with regards to this new technology. It should be advised that landowners seek 

professional advice before signing up to any agreements to ensure they are getting a fair 

agreement. 

Branding: Rural Estates in the head and on the ground 
Emma Story 

Whether it’s a product, service, or organisation – successful branding can get them in to people’s 

minds, or ‘mindspace’. Can occupying this mindspace benefit the rural estate?  

▪ What is meant by branding? 
▪ Branding saleable products 
▪ Branding non-saleable products 
▪ What are others doing? 
▪ Should branding rural estates become the norm? 

Terms such as branding, vision statement, values, and corporate social responsibilities can perhaps 

be used interchangeably, as they all refer to relaying a particular perception of something to the 

population. As a form of advertising, branding can simply increase sales. However, it can also add 

value to a product, where the perception of the product has become more important than the 

reality - this is the power of branding. 

Several estates have opted to take direct control of their assets, broadening the variety of 

businesses which fall within it. The opportunity to sell an assortment of products and services 

direct to the consumer, is thus afforded. Whether these activities are undertaken directly, or 

franchised, it is important to consider the effect of branding.  

One concept is to form a cluster of values to aid the consumer in their choice. Richard Branson 

used this approach with the Virgin brand, defining the cluster as quality, innovation, value for 

money, fun, and a sense of challenge. New ventures would not be signed off if they satisfied any 

less than four of these values. Defining what a product stands for, simplifies the choice for the pre-

occupied consumer. If you consider the extra time taken to select products in a foreign 

supermarket, you can appreciate the value of this simplification. 

Branding by conveying values or corporate social responsibilities, can be useful to guide 

management decisions, increase staff cohesion, and convey beliefs and achievements to the wider 

population. In the context of a rural estate, there is value in being able to attract good tenants, 

retain staff, and simply building a ‘face’ so that a view can be heard. 

Examples of estates which already do this, include the Buccleuch Estate, and The Crown Estate. 

Buccleuch has seven values in its cluster - responsible, engaging, progressive, steadfast, authentic, 

respectful, and aesthetic. These are reflected in its work, such as the Langholm Initiative, and the 

The Orpheus Project. They state that decisions are made based on three elements, namely: 
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economics, community, and the environment. The Crown Estate use the term ‘conscious 

commercialism’, giving a sense that the estate is in good hands. They define their values as 

commercialism, integrity, and stewardship; with an active Stewardship Programme to 

demonstrate this. But these are massive, landed estates, I hear you say?  

What if we were to consider Rhug Estate, in North Wales? A fraction of the size, yet, over the past 

fifteen years or so, staff numbers have leapt from nine to over a hundred. Their product, organic 

meat, is served in some of the most prestigious restaurants in the world, such as the iconic Burj Al 

Arab in Dubai, and the Island Shangri-La in Hong Kong.  

Is it a coincidence that they too have a corporate brand? Products are selected to sell in their farm 

shop based on their values – is the product Welsh, local, and organic? Sustainability is another box, 

ticked by a renewable energy portfolio. ‘The Rhug Story’ is told via promotional videos, a website, 

and social media. The estate, like an increasing number of others, undertakes its defined role, like 

businesses in other sectors better associated with branding. 

Negative aspects do exist. The routes developed to get a positive message to the population, can 

also relay a far less-favourable message, and twice as fast! Corporate social responsibilities build 

expectations, deviation from these, or away from the brand, attracts criticism, and can be 

damaging. 

McKinsey conducted a study of 75 big brands, with a 25-year literature review, centred on growth 

and economic health. The findings of ‘what defined successful branding’ were widely publicised. 

However, not long after, many of the big names fell far from favour. The lessons that emerged 

reflected age-old values, such as staying close to the consumer, and the company values. Or 

perhaps, in the case of an estate, listening to their tenants, staff, and the wider community. 

A rural estate may, therefore, reap value in forming a brand, appealing to a new, or greater 

population. The aim of the branding could be to protect an identity, whether it appeals to the 

wider population or not. Whatever the motive, rural estates must ensure they occupy that 

mindspace, while there’s still room! 

Further information: 

https://www.virgin.com/virgingroup/content/our-brand-0 

https://www.buccleuch.com/about/values/ 

https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/who-we-are/our-values/ 

https://www.rhug.co.uk/about 

www.mckinsey.com 

https://www.virgin.com/virgingroup/content/our-brand-0
https://www.buccleuch.com/about/values/
https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/who-we-are/our-values/
https://www.rhug.co.uk/about
http://www.mckinsey.com/
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Bringing Back Britain’s Trees 
Tricia Clark  

• Woodland and forests cover 13% of land in the United Kingdom and are an important 
habitat and flood management system as well as absorbing CO2 and providing social and 
leisure opportunities   

• It is estimated that England is in a period of deforestation – we are cutting trees down 
quicker than we are planting them 

• Demand for timber is growing worldwide and the weak pound is pushing up the cost of 
importing timber putting more pressure on the UK to provide home grown timber. Disease, 
pests and mismanagement are also adding to the decline in tree numbers 

• Brexit is a good opportunity to reform policy and funding for UK forestry and woodlands 

• Policy needs to identify the key stakeholders and focus effort here as well as simplifying the 
application process and ring fencing funding 

13% of the land in the UK is covered in trees but current estimates suggest we are cutting them 

down faster than we are planting them. The worldwide demand for timber is growing and the 

weak pound has pushed up the cost of importing timber putting further pressure on deforestation 

in the UK. Tree diseases are also having an impact in reducing numbers. In England in 2016, only 

700 hectares of new woodland was planted against a 5000 hectare target. Brexit may provide the 

opportunity to reform the policy and funding for woodlands. This should focus on identifying key 

stakeholders, simplifying grants, ensuring funding is available and providing more support for 

landowners and farmers.   

Forests and woodlands are an important part of the UK landscape providing a wide range of 

habitats supporting vast numbers of species of plants and animals. They are also important in 

improving air and water quality, giving a diverse landscape and providing social and leisure 

opportunities. In Scotland the forestry sector adds £1billion to the economy.  

Global and UK demand for timber is increasing. The weak pound is pushing up the price of 

importing timber making the production of our own timber even more important. This is adding to 

the problem of deforestation as more trees are cut down now to meet current demand. Our trees 

are also facing threats from diseases and pests and much of the privately owned woodland is 

undermanaged or mismanaged.  

Brexit is going to change the way that all activities relating to the land are funded and, while this 

could be seen as a threat, it provides a big opportunity to reform the policy and funding for 

woodlands. Recent focus and success of reforestation has been on public land but this source is 

almost exhausted. Now private landowners have a significant part to play in the planting of new 

woodlands. 40% of UK farmers are tenants so they are an important sector to reach but they are 

likely to be less interested in woodland creation than owners. There are an increasing number of 

short term (3-5 year) FBT’s meaning tenants strategy and planning is short term. Future policy 

needs to focus effort on identifying and attracting the interest of key stakeholders, simplifying the 

process of applications and ensuring funding is made available, remains in place and is focussed on 

getting trees in the ground rather than administration.  
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For more information:  

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blogs/woodland-trust/2016/06/forestry-commission-planting-

figures/ 

http://www.struttandparker.com/knowledge-and-research/land-business-the-new-forests-were-

in-danger-of-not-planting-enough-new-

trees?utm_source=dotmailer&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Dev%2FPlan%2FCons&utm_c

ontent=button%20link%202&dm_i=21AZ,50BA4,NHQ24V,J39HL,1 

https://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/Landowner_attitudes_evidence_review_final_2010.pdf/$FILE/La

ndowner_attitudes_evidence_review_final_2010.pdf 

Avoiding Failure with Forwards and Futures 
Tom Peach 

• Market volatility will not go away 

• Selling forward is a good way to plan 

• Futures contracts help to mitigate the risk of volatility 

• Important to understand the difference between forward 
and futures 

• We are producers, not investors, so always seek 
professional advice 

 

Forward contracts and Futures contracts can be a useful tool in 

our arsenal to help manage the volatility of commodity markets, 

especially as we move towards a potentially more exposed and 

challenging market with the impacts of leaving the EU, but it is 

important we know the difference to use these tools to plan 

effectively. 

It is important that we can plan for future market volatility, and to do this, it is essential we are 

able to predict a stable price. 

Forward contracts can provide a strong way to ensure this, by agreeing a pre-arranged price to 

deliver grain at a date in the future. These are contracted between the farmer and the buyer, and 

are not traded. The farmer must deliver on them, and therefore the farmer must have somewhere 

to store the product until the forward date. This is a common way of trading grain. 

Futures contracts are similar, but can be traded. Due to the nature of these contracts, they are 

difficult to deliver on, so actual delivery is therefore rare. A farmer can sell a futures contract for a 

point in the future, then shortly before the point it is due they can buy a contract to fulfill this, and 

then sell their actual grain locally. This will mean the farmer still achieves the higher price from the 

futures contract, but does not have to fulfill the delivery into a dedicated futures grain store, 

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blogs/woodland-trust/2016/06/forestry-commission-planting-figures/
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blogs/woodland-trust/2016/06/forestry-commission-planting-figures/
http://www.struttandparker.com/knowledge-and-research/land-business-the-new-forests-were-in-danger-of-not-planting-enough-new-trees?utm_source=dotmailer&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Dev%2FPlan%2FCons&utm_content=button%20link%202&dm_i=21AZ,50BA4,NHQ24V,J39HL,1
http://www.struttandparker.com/knowledge-and-research/land-business-the-new-forests-were-in-danger-of-not-planting-enough-new-trees?utm_source=dotmailer&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Dev%2FPlan%2FCons&utm_content=button%20link%202&dm_i=21AZ,50BA4,NHQ24V,J39HL,1
http://www.struttandparker.com/knowledge-and-research/land-business-the-new-forests-were-in-danger-of-not-planting-enough-new-trees?utm_source=dotmailer&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Dev%2FPlan%2FCons&utm_content=button%20link%202&dm_i=21AZ,50BA4,NHQ24V,J39HL,1
http://www.struttandparker.com/knowledge-and-research/land-business-the-new-forests-were-in-danger-of-not-planting-enough-new-trees?utm_source=dotmailer&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Dev%2FPlan%2FCons&utm_content=button%20link%202&dm_i=21AZ,50BA4,NHQ24V,J39HL,1
https://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/Landowner_attitudes_evidence_review_final_2010.pdf/$FILE/Landowner_attitudes_evidence_review_final_2010.pdf
https://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/Landowner_attitudes_evidence_review_final_2010.pdf/$FILE/Landowner_attitudes_evidence_review_final_2010.pdf
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involving transport and insurance costs along the way. However, if the price rises in between the 

futures contract being purchased and sold, then there is no gain. 

There is a further step in this process, called options, which involve a contract which gives the 

trader the ability to choose whether they want to buy or sell the grain for a certain price. This adds 

an extra level of risk management from the price rising, and allows the trader to profit from a rise 

in price. However, the farmer still incurs the cost of the option should the price change, thus 

reducing the loss in a falling market, but also reduces the profit in a rising market. 

For example in a falling market: A futures contract is sold at £150 a ton for January 2018. In July 

2017, the spot price for wheat is £150 a ton. In January 2018 it is £140 a ton. The farmers buys a 

futures contract for £140 a ton, thus ruling out the obligation to supply the contract. Through 

doing this, the farmer has made £10 a ton profit on the futures contracts, but has also sold his 

wheat at £10 a ton less than the price of his futures contract, so he still receives a price of £50 a 

ton. 

If the market is rising, then the price increase in the futures contracts between July 2017 and 

January 218 is also cancelled out by the price rise of the spot price, at which the farmer actually 

sells his grain for in January 2018, as seen in the tables below. 

Hedging - Falling Market (£/t) 
 

Hedging - Rising Market (£/t) 

Date Spot Futures 
 

Date Spot Futures 

Jul-17  £150.00   £150.00  
 

Jul-17  £150.00   £150.00  

Jan-18  £130.00   £130.00  
 

Jan-18  £170.00   £170.00  

Cash @ Jan 

18  £130.00   £20.00  
 

Cash @ 

Jan 18  £170.00   -£20.00 

TOTAL CASH 
 

 £150.00  
   

 £150.00  

Option premiums can help to maximize the gain if the market rises in the period the futures 

contract is held. Typically attracting a premium of anything up to £15 a ton, this can prove a 

prudent risk management tool. They work by withholding the actual sale or purchase of the 

contract, however they secure the option to buy or sell the contract at the price agreed up until 

the expiry date. These options can also be traded if the market is seen to be falling, or not rising 

significantly enough to profit from exercising the option. A call option is the option to buy a 

contract, and a put option is the option to sell a contract. 

It is essential that these choices are considered in managing risk as well as an aid for planning, 

however it is also important that professional advice is employed to make sure that we all make 

the best use of these tools. 
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Smother With Cover: black-grass 
Ione Betka  

• Cover crops are used as a tool to change to spring cropping  

• Used to meet greening requirements 

• Cover crops help reduce blac-grass germination  

• Benefits: increase levels of organic matter, improved soil structure and reduced soil erosion.   

• Can be used in mixed farming; for grazing cattle or sheep.  
With the prospect of a glyphosate ban, worries mount over 

the black-grass Alopecurus myosuroides challenge. Using 

glyphosate treatment on multiple black- grass flushes on 

un-cropped stubble seems to have limited effect when 

reducing high black grass populations. By applying multiple 

applications of glyphosate there is a risk of creating 

glyphosate resistance.    

Economics of arable farming mean most farmers are trying 

to reduce input costs. So spending £40-100/ha on seed, 

fertiliser, slug pellets, labour and machinery to establish a 

cover crop can be pretty ugly. The grower has to be in it 

longer term to gain from improved soil structure, better 

soil biology, a decrease in erosion risk and nutrient retention.  By using cover crops growers are 

lengthening the window for drilling spring crops.   

Establishment  

By establishing a cover crop it will reduce black grass 

germination through crop competition.  The seed will 

start to decay if black grass germination is delayed 

especially near the soil surface.  In a conventional drill 

system the most effective method to reduce black-grass is 

by having a mixed rotation of winter and spring cropping 

and delaying drilling.   

In cover crops of black oats and fodder radish there is 

allelopathic control of the black-grass: the crop plants 

producing chemicals which deter the black-grass.  A no-till 

direct drill operation needs to be carried out to be more 

effective, with cultivation no greater than 20-50mm deep.  The disadvantage to this operation is 

you may see an increase in the population of sterile brome.   

Selecting a cover crop?  

Cover crops produce rapid coverage and leave no light for the black grass to germinate. The 

selected crop needs to allow black grass to germinate, yet be competitive but allow for black grass 

in the autumn to be killed. Many growers produce a wheat and rape rotation so brassica cover 

Cover crop consisting of black 

oats and common vetch 

Black grass established in a crop of 

winter wheat 
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crops cannot be used.  Mr Harrison farms at Richmond, North Yorkshire he commented “We use a 

mix ley of common vetch (Chlorofiltre 25) and Black Oats (Avena strigsoa). The benefits of 

common vetch is it has a deep tap root and it is compliant with Environmental Focus Area (EFA).”  

Mustard, one of the most common cover crops, is not successful at controlling black-grass. 

The future of Cover Crops 

Cover crops are a vital part of no-till or strip till direct drilling systems. They capture carbon and 

protect the soil structure over winter. They appeal to mixed farming because sheep or cattle can 

be grazed but be mindful of compaction when it comes wet. Growers have to be in it for the long 

term gain to get the full benefits of cover crops.  

Further information 

Farmers Weekly, 2012.  How cover crop choice is crucial when tackling black grass. [Online]. 

Northumberland Quality Feed.  Available from: 

https://www.northumbrianqualityfeeds.co.uk/how-cover-crop-choice-is-crucial-when-tackling-

blackgrass/ [Accessed on 23rd June 2017].   

Bryan, R. 2016.  Cover Crop- Taking Cover this Winter. [Online]. Crop Management Partners LLP. 

Available FROM:   http://cropmanagement.co.uk/2016/08/cover-crops-taking-cover-this-winter-2/ 

[Accessed on 23rd June 2017].  

Photographs sourced by Christopher Harrison 

A Tale of Two Leys 
Ellie Exelby 

• Multi mixes provide key organic matter restoration to the soil 

• Mixed Leys work for different farming systems whether organic or not 

• From one field you can produce silage, and following that a clean ley ready for fattening 
livestock 

This article explains the idea of multi mix leys on farms with different soil types located in different 

regions of the country. The two case studies show why the selection of crops is so vital to make 

the most of the soil. 

Case Study One – Oxfordshire 

The first case study farm is located near Burford in Oxfordshire, the soil type is Cotswold brash, a 

fine stony loam. 80 acres was under sowed with multi mixes including Spring Barley, white clover 

and rye. These multi mixes also contain chicory, well known for its good tap root allowing nutrients 

to be drawn from deeper areas of the soil layers, and its palatability to sheep and cattle. Within 

the mix is Sainfoin, a traditional crop originating from the Cotswold area. These diverse seed mixes 

make the best use of the soil type by increasing stabilisation in the soil and increasing aeration 

through the soil layers. Furthermore, the water capacity will be increased due to the higher levels 

of organic matter. A brash soil is more prone to drought which is why these fertility building years 

are so important to this farm and its soils. The two years of fertility building at the beginning of the 

rotations will be mulched and left, to maximise the amount of organic matter returning to the soil.  

https://www.northumbrianqualityfeeds.co.uk/how-cover-crop-choice-is-crucial-when-tackling-blackgrass/
https://www.northumbrianqualityfeeds.co.uk/how-cover-crop-choice-is-crucial-when-tackling-blackgrass/
http://cropmanagement.co.uk/2016/08/cover-crops-taking-cover-this-winter-2/
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The 6 Year Rotation 

2 years Fertility Building, Wheat, Spring Barley, Rye Grass, and Spring Barley. 

Case Study Two – North Yorkshire 

The second case study is located in the uplands in North Yorkshire, on heavy clay land. Due to the 

difficulty in establishing Red Clover, this farm makes the most of the first year by under sowing the 

Clover in to a Spring Barley and Pea forage crop which is cut 100 days after drilling. The reasons for 

under sowing the Clover are twofold; first to get a decent amount of protein rich forage from the 

land in year one, and secondly, to clean the weed burden in the field as the early cut for forage 

takes the seed heads. Red Clover is a nitrogen fixing legume, and a deep rooting plant that 

provides benefits to the soil by increasing nitrogen, and soil stabilisation. The first cut gives the 

fast-growing Clover ley a clean start for autumn when it can be grazed, and for the following year 

where it will provide two cuts of silage. Although, the heavy clay is less prone to drought it is a soil 

which is more difficult to work, and the increased organic matter from the mixed rotation makes a 

viable, easily worked soil. Furthermore, an added benefit of under-sowing allow the farmer to get 

two crops from the same field, without any bare land throughout the year. The aim for this farmer 

at the end of the four years is to have a clean field, with a good soil structure, and higher levels of 

organic matter and Nitrogen. This field after four years is ready for wheat, a high value crop which 

requires a highly fertile seed bed. Oats will follow this in the rotation as it has a lower demand for 

fertility.  

Heavy Clay, North Yorkshire – 7 Year Rotation 

4 years grass with Red and White clover, Milling Wheat, Oats, Spring Barley and Pea Forage mix, 

under sown with Red Clover and Rye Grass. 

 

©Ellie Exelby 
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Will Dairy Cows Ever See a Human?  
Tricia Clark 

• Robots are being used for milking and feeding in the dairy industry with some farms now 
running voluntary milking systems allowing the cows to be milked when they want 

• Robots are increasing productivity and reducing labour cost 

• Start up costs can be prohibitive and not economically viable for all dairy farms, particularly 
smaller ones 

• Devices are being fitted to cows to monitor cow health, productivity and feed intake among 
other things. There is still much that can be done with this data to further improve 
productivity and cow health 

• Robots will not be right for all dairy farms but it is difficult to see how those who do not 
invest will survive without developing a niche market 

With more jobs in the dairy parlour being replaced with robots, will dairy cows ever have direct 

contact with humans? 5% of UK dairy farms use robots for milking and feeding robots are 

becoming more common. Those with robots are seeing higher milk yields and lower workforce 

costs. However, robots are not economically viable for all dairy farms with the cheapest models 

starting at £80,000. We have all seen the struggles that the dairy industry has suffered over the 

past two years with low milk prices and this cost for robotics is prohibitive for many farmers.  

Robotics for milking have been available in the UK since 1994 but the technology is rapidly 

developing. Manufacturers including Lely, De Laval and Fullwood compete in the market. They 

provide robots that can milk and feed the cows. This is now progressing to voluntary milking 

systems. These allow cows to get milked whenever they wish. They head to the stalls and the 

robot scans their ear tags. If the cow has been milked recently she will be removed from the stall. 

Otherwise, the robot will brush and clean the cow’s udders and apply the milk pumps. The farmer 

still needs to be on hand to oversee the milking of the cows so not all the labour requirement has 

been removed.  

Some farms are also chipping their cows with a device which 

monitors their health, food intake and milk production among 

other things. This is helping increase productivity and keep down 

feeding costs. These devices can also indicate when a cow is in 

heat so she can be put to the bull at the optimum time, which is 

improving the fertility rates of cows. There is a huge amount of 

data available to farmers which could be used to further improve 

dairy businesses but farmers need to learn how to interpret this 

and use it to their best advantage.  

Robotics are the future for some dairy herds but will not necessarily work for all. Those who have 

already invested are at the forefront of the technology which still has more benefit to provide to 

the dairy farmer. Those who are yet to invest will be running to catch up. It is difficult to see how 

those who do not go down this route will be able to compete against the productivity and cost 

reduction benefits it offers, unless they develop a niche market of their own.  
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For more information:  

http://www2.hull.ac.uk/science/pdf/gees_Robotic%20milking%20published%20in%20jnl%20of%2

0RASE.pdf 

http://modernfarmer.com/2016/12/rise-cow-milking-robots/ 

https://www.amconline.co.uk/case-studies-archive/robotic-dairy-farm/ 

Conventional v Organic: Breaking Down Barriers 
Ellie Exelby 

• Now is the time for farmers to Build Bridges not Barriers 

• Organic Farming has its place in UK Agriculture 

• Farmers need to work together to have a stronger voice to inform Government 

• There is an opportunity to learn from other methods of farming to become more resilient 
and sustainable for the future 

Neighbouring farmers can be the most competitive people around when it comes to harvest time, 

with the hope that their average yield per acre is higher than over the hedge.  Friendly competition 

is all well and good, but earlier this year at the Norfolk Farming Conference Sean Rickard mocked 

organic farmers - encouraging the continued negativity towards new or different types of farming. 

Organic farmers have been branded as “sandal wearers” that can never feed the population. When 

have we ever been able to feed the world population? The UK is a small densely populated island, 

we can’t match the efficiency of scale seen in New Zealand and Australia, and even if we could I 

disagree that we should rely on the “larger scale farms” for sustainable intensification presented 

by Sean. The dilemma of feeding the world does not directly link to organic farming. The answer is 

many fold, and relates to consumer habits, waste, and a growing population. There is a need for a 

balance and an openness towards the right agricultural systems in the right places. There is 

redundant land, river facing land, small farms which are all included within British agriculture and 

should not be forgotten. 

By this point you may have guessed I grew up on an organic farm. My father received an email last 

week offering him £265 per tonne for organic wheat, conventional grade one milling wheat is 

worth £147 per tonne (June, 2017). Furthermore, the popularity of organic farming has increased 

by 22% in a report published in May 2017 by DEFRA, and for the fourth year running there is 

growth in the Organic Food Market. I don’t write this to brag, I write this to give perspective to 

show that the margins and positivity surrounding organic farming are there.  

Organic farmers utilise crop rotations to maximum efficiency including grass leys or mixed leys 

which they grow for silage or whole crop, and finish by fattening livestock in the summer (adding 

fertiliser) whilst storing feed ready for the winter. Conventional farmers can learn to integrate 

some organic practices better within their rotations to combat issues with black grass and weeds. 

Organic farming results in better soil management as there is better infiltration through soil, 

higher worm populations, higher organic matter levels and the soil is less prone to erosion.  

http://www2.hull.ac.uk/science/pdf/gees_Robotic%20milking%20published%20in%20jnl%20of%20RASE.pdf
http://www2.hull.ac.uk/science/pdf/gees_Robotic%20milking%20published%20in%20jnl%20of%20RASE.pdf
http://modernfarmer.com/2016/12/rise-cow-milking-robots/
https://www.amconline.co.uk/case-studies-archive/robotic-dairy-farm/
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UK farmers are some of the best in the world, so it is time for this repetitive boring bickering to 

end and for a fresh outlook on the many markets innovative, entrepreneurial farmers can take 

advantage of. There is, and always should be a place for small farms, and for organic systems 

amongst modern agricultural practice. 

Diversity & Inclusion; The £24 billion boost 
Annie Stanford 

So what does a rural surveyor look like in 2017? The Inclusive Employer Quality Mark is making 

inroads into addressing diversity and inclusions within the Profession.   

Workplace diversity is the creation of an all-inclusive environment, accepting and embracing of 

individual’s differences, and strengths and focusing on un-locking and encouraging potential. RICS 

research has estimated that if BAME (Black, Asian, Minority Ethnic) talent is fully utilised, the 

economy could receive a £24 billion boost a year.  

Working against a basis of low representation levels and endemic stereotypes (14% female,1.2% 

BAME and 0.6% disability group representation in RICS members) rural surveyors are leading the 

way, with RICS Land Group female representation as 29% Rural, 17% Planning and Development, 

16% Environment, 1% Geomatics and 4% Mineral and Waste. 

Inclusive Employer Quality Mark (IEQM), are you signed up? 

Although currently only open in the UK, this is a programme designed to assist firms within the 

profession to gain a competitive advantage and a diverse workforce. The IEQM asks a pledge of 

commitment from employers to adopt and continually improve themselves against the six global 

principles below;  

❖ Leadership and vision 
Demonstrable commitment at the highest level to increasing the diversity of the workforce. 

❖ Recruitment 
Engage and attract new people to the industry from under-represented groups; best practice 

recruitment methods. 

❖ Staff development 
Training and promotion policies that offer equal access to career progression for all members of 

the workforce. 

❖ Staff retention 
Flexible working arrangements and adaptive working practices that provide opportunities for all to 

perform at their highest levels. 

❖ Staff engagement 
An inclusive culture where staff engage with developing, delivering, monitoring and assessing the 

diversity and inclusivity of the workplace. 

❖ Continuous improvement 
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Continually refreshing and renewing the firm’s commitment to, and activities to support, being an 

inclusive employer; sharing and learning from best practice across the industry 

To find out more or to get involved visit the RICS website; http://www.rics.org/uk/news/news-

insight/news/rics-to-launch-quality-mark-to-encourage-diversity-and-best-practice-/ 

Farm smart in the hills  
By Ione Betka 

• Defra has not picked the direction it is going in with subsidy.   

• Regardless of leaving the EU, trade deals are still a concern. 

• 40% of sheep are farmed in the uplands.  

• Monitoring flock performance will help farmers remain competitive. 

• Upland farms need to become more profitable and sustainable. 
Hill farming in the uplands has always been a challenged.  The big question is can it survive without 

subsides? 40 % of sheep in England and Wales are farmed in the uplands. Farming the hills is often a 

mixture of both livestock farming and landscape management. With Brexit plans and possible support 

schemes yet to be firmed up, Defra does not seem to have picked the direction it is going in.     

Schemes in the past have been very broad and farmers need 

more control, the Government must realise agriculture is a 

valuable resource. Going forward, simple area-based schemes 

need to be brought back.  Regardless of leaving the EU, trade 

deals are an immediate concern to hill farmers at the moment. 

If there is a bad deal with the EU this would remove the early 

trade of hill lambs on which the industry currently relies.  The 

UK has some of the highest welfare standards in the world and 

we need to be able to exploit this advantage.   

Other Opportunities 

While there is political uncertainty surrounding Brexit, there 

are also opportunities eg mutton could add value to hill 

farming businesses. Although mutton production is unlikely to be mainstream, it is an opportunity 

to create a market from sheep enterprises.  

An easy care system (low inputs) is worth a look. Only certain breeds of sheep are suitable eg 

Cheviots.  The advantage of using an easy-care system is it lowers production costs such as labour, 

forage, power, fuels and machinery. Easy-care systems will not be to everyone's advantage.   

Monitoring Performance and use of technology  

Monitoring sheep performance through the use of technology, will help farmer to remain 

competitive. Genetic improvement can contribute towards production gains and decreased inputs. 

These approaches are crucial to the survival of the sheep industry. Electronic Identification (EID) 

for sheep was implanted back in 2010, and many farmers have invested in EID readers which have 

improved the accuracy of their records. The benefit of EID’s are easier monitoring of flock 

Herdwicks in the Lake District 

National Park  

http://www.rics.org/uk/news/news-insight/news/rics-to-launch-quality-mark-to-encourage-diversity-and-best-practice-/
http://www.rics.org/uk/news/news-insight/news/rics-to-launch-quality-mark-to-encourage-diversity-and-best-practice-/
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performance, reduced paper and transcription error, faster routine weighing and administration of 

medication, potentially reducing labour costs.   

Performance data can be used to eradicate foot problems through for example carefully targeted 

culling.   

Investing in a multi-tasking sheep conveyor will reduce labour costs if the flock is large. The 

advantage of the conveyor is it moves the sheep in single file allowing drenching and treatments to 

be carried out, it also weights the sheep, can be used for pregnancy scanning and it also has auto 

drafting facilities.  

Looking to the future  

Sheep farmers face a challenging future in the UK uplands. Many farms are not viable without the 

support of subsidy. But upland farms can become more sustainable and profitable. This will only 

be achieved through the right policies from government and the adoption of  innovative practices 

in sheep production and sheep meat marketing. 
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The Drones are Coming… 
Emma Homer  

 

• Drones, GIS (Geographic Information System) and precision farming are key to the future of 
farming.  

• Capturing, analysing and interpreting data in one GIS is key to using land resources 
efficiently to achieve high outputs and minimise production costs.  

• Drones are the next tool in the precision farming toolbox, producing aerial and thermal 
imagery of crops, land and buildings to detect features.  

• The cost and justification of this spatial technology may be the one thing holding UK 
agriculture back from being the best it can be.  

• Investment and uptake of agricultural technology may be the thing that splits the good and 
best farmers apart and allows the latter to survive the uncertain future.  

The future of agriculture may depend on drones, GIS and precision farming. No longer will spatial 

technology be seen as a luxurious tool but a necessary piece of management equipment. Not 

dissimilar to tractors, mobile phones and computers required for day to day farming, GPS - 

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and spatial technology will provide a vital mechanism for 

monitoring fields, buildings and farms from the sky.    

The need for efficient, competitive, cost-effective and sustainable farming practices has never 

been more crucial for the agricultural industry. With an increase in the global demand for food and 

the dawn of Brexit, the pressure is on for UK farmers to make more food cheaply.  Advancement in 

agricultural technology is the solution.   

GIS 

GIS is a computer system that enables data to be captured, stored and displayed relating to a 

specific positions on the Earth’s surface. A digital map with multiple layers can be produced 
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incorporating cartographic, photographic and text data. This system is a vital management 

decision making tool for the agricultural industry as landscape information, topography, vegetative 

cover, soil type and other data can be spatially linked. For example, GIS has been deployed in the 

irrigation of rice crop combining information of crop water status.   

Drones  

Drones are the next tool a farmer may need in his precision agriculture tool box. The advancement 

in cameras and sensors capture light, infrared and thermal imagery to assess and distinguish 

different features of crops. Photographic and video data allows perennial farming so a farmer can 

view fields plant by plant all year round and make informed decisions. Features such as plant 

stress, crop damage and disease pressures can be identified. A drone can even count the number 

of every plants in a field and identify weeds by their signature infrared signal. Combine this with 

precision farming and you’ve got a recipe for success. Furthermore the use of drones are not 

limited to crops, photographing farm buildings, steadings, cottages and farmhouses aid records of 

condition.  

But what’s the catch?  

The cost, the justification, the regulations, the knowledge.  

Drones range from £1,000 to £50,000 therefore in order to get a return on your investment the 

UAV needs to save you a significant amount on production costs. Meanwhile the Air Navigation 

Order 2016 is the primary source of all UK aviation regulations.  

London Economics conducted research in 2015 to investigate the reasons for slow uptake of 

agricultural technology. The research found barriers were farm size, cost, software and data 

capability, GPS positioning accuracy, technical support and insufficient technical knowledge of 

staff. However, the industry and the government need to cease this opportunity to ensure this 

technology is viable and feasible.  

The uptake in agricultural technology will ultimately split the good farmers from the best. Marginal 

gains in production and yields along with attention to detail will inevitably allow the best farmers 

to survive through the uncertainty that lies ahead for the future of UK agriculture. The drones are 

coming… is your farm business ready?   

For Further Information:  

http://www.esri.com/industries/agriculture 

https://londoneconomics.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/LE-SAC-Satellite-Tech-in-UK-Agri-

REPORT-FINAL.pdf 

https://www.nationalgeographoc.org/encyclopedia/geographic-information-system-gis/ 

http://www.fwi.co.uk/machinery/four-key-questions-about-farm-drones-and-uavs.htm 

https://www.caa.co.uk/Consumers/Unmanned-aircraft-and-drones/ 

http://www.esri.com/industries/agriculture
https://londoneconomics.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/LE-SAC-Satellite-Tech-in-UK-Agri-REPORT-FINAL.pdf
https://londoneconomics.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/LE-SAC-Satellite-Tech-in-UK-Agri-REPORT-FINAL.pdf
https://www.nationalgeographoc.org/encyclopedia/geographic-information-system-gis/
http://www.fwi.co.uk/machinery/four-key-questions-about-farm-drones-and-uavs.htm
https://www.caa.co.uk/Consumers/Unmanned-aircraft-and-drones/
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Finding your perfect partner: Relationships not Rules for land tenure success 
Annie Stanford 

We want out. All too often landlords, or tenants, are faced with an increasingly common 

predicament; a tenancy rushed into in a bid to reduce void periods. A fundamental lack of 

cohesion between partners, and no set goals or visions, results in one party seeking early 

termination. So how can this be avoided? 

The key is in building and establishing a working relationship from the start, not a set of rules.  

Set out below are five considerations based on recent research undertaken by Nuffield Scholar, 

Robbie Moore; 

1. Review 
Assess your motivations, views, values and assets. What and where do you want the 
partnership to go? 

2. Finding your match 
Lining up your objectives, skills and goals with a likeminded partner will ensure you are both 
working towards the same outcome.  

3. Agreement 
Accessing the risk and reward of the partnership, how can you help each other? 

4. Legal framework 
From landowner to land-entrepreneur, don’t be afraid to explore all the available 
agreements and frameworks to work within.  

5. Think long term  
Be flexible, there will be changes required along the way.  Don’t make the mistake of only 
considering option A. Give yourself B,C & D as you may need to have these to hand if 
environment changes.  

The prospect and fear of withdrawal of direct payments has raised concern that land owners will 

struggle to find tenants. Going forwards therefore, it is important to be the first to react. By 

implementing the above, you can provide a firm basis for a working relationship throughout this 

uncertainty. It is most definitely worth persisting, Savills research reveals a spike in current and 

real land prices in 1973 as UK joined the EEC with another jump in mid-1990s as MacSharry reform 

converted price supports into direct arable area and livestock headage payments. There was a 

further upturn again in 2004 when Fischler reform consolidated the previous direct payments into 

the largely decoupled single farm payment. Research by Buckwell demonstrates that agricultural 

land prices continue to soar despite falling real support levels, indicating that this capitalization 

effect may be an important determinant of change in land values.   
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State Open for Business 
James Trow 

This week saw the state opening of parliament for the 2017-2018 session. It marked the first 

Queens speech since the fractious EU referendum last June and Theresa May’s first as Prime 

Minister. 

Despite being sparse on detail, the speech did give a brief outline of what we can expect over the 

course of the next government. The key bills concerning land managers and rural workers are as 

follows 

• A new Customs Bill – This will see the UK have a standalone customs regime upon exiting 
the EU 

• Trade Bill – Laying the legal framework for the creation of Trade deals with countries 
outside of the EU 

• Immigration Bill – Aimed at ending the free movement of labour from Europe, whilst 
attempting to ensure Britain can still attract ‘the brightest and best’ 

• Agriculture Bill – Designed to allow the implementation of an effective system for 
supporting UK Farmers post CAP whilst continuing to protect the natural environment 

• Draft Tenants’ Fees Bill – Scrapping letting fees and capping deposits 
The Bills proposed see a marked shift towards a Britain preparing for life outside the EU and the 

relative safety it has offered the UKs rural economy.   

The emergence of a Customs Bill is crucial as it returns control to the UK over import and exports, 

this will be key in deciding the route that the UK goes down in terms of allowing cheaper foreign 

produce to be imported to the detriment of UK farmers, or whether the government seeks to 

intervene in the market through tariffs or regulatory barriers.  

A similar situation is at play with the post Brexit Fisheries Bill. This is aimed at giving the UK the 

power once again to set fishing quotas and take back control over access to the UK’s waters.  

The implementation of a Trade Bill will provide a solid legal foundation from which the UK can 

begin to negotiate trade deals with our global partners following our official European exit. These 

deals (and therefore this Bill) will be a crucial stepping stone to kick starting the UK post Brexit. It 

will be in these negotiations that the government either champions UK farmers and places them at 

the heart of any deal struck, or offers them up as a bargaining chip used to ensure the City of 

London remains the dominant powerhouse within finance. 

The introduction of a UK Agriculture Bill offers a great chance for government to engage with the 

agricultural sector and produce legislation that really works for British farmers, with NFU President 

Meurig Raymond describing it as the “right opportunity to embed the long - term strategic 

importance of the farming sector for the nation”.  

A comprehensive Agriculture Bill is required to outline whether the government wishes to offer 

assistance to rural land owners and thus help those managing land to plan ahead.  
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The proposed Immigration Bill will be of great interest to those within the farming community due 

to their current reliance on seasonal EU workers. Should those workers not be granted access to 

the country there could be severe consequences for the UK fruit and vegetable harvest. It is vital 

that the government find a way to ensure that the harvest doesn’t go unpicked and economic 

output wasted due to ideological posturing.  

Another key Bill introduced during the speech that will be of interest to land managers is the 

Tenants’ Fees Bill. This Bill bans landlords and agents from charging letting fees, as well as putting 

a cap on rental deposits. In addition holding deposits will be capped at one week’s rent, whilst 

security deposits will be limited to the equivalent of one month’s rent.  

Despite the lack of any real substantial policy details within the speech, it did serve to spell out the 

beginnings of Britain’s future outside the EU.  

The focus now is whether the Bills will be fully costed and analysed given the tight timeline within 

which they have to be ready. 

Tax simplification; anything but simple 
Angus Ferguson 

The 2015 budget sparked the dawn of a digital tax revolution with the government announcing its 

plans for Making Tax Digital (MTD). MTD has started to gain momentum in 2017 as deadlines for 

complying with new requirements loom. But what does it mean for the those affected? 

• Taxpayers should no longer have to provide HMRC with information which it can get from 
other sources, this will reduce the burden of completing tax returns.  

• Tax will be in one place – By 2020 tax payers will be able to see their complete financial 
picture on the digital account. 

• Making tax digital for business – This will mean businesses will not have to wait until the 
end of the tax year or beyond to see how much tax they owe. 

• Making tax digital for individual taxpayers – Individual taxpayers will interact with HMRC 
digitally at any time to suit them. 

• Making tax more taxing – Whilst HMRC professes the benefits of making tax digital and 
indeed there are some benefits as seen above, it will increase the burden on businesses and 
individuals with a minimum of quarterly returns required.  

Whilst there are undoubtedly some benefits to be achieved by making tax digital the likelihood 

from the rollout of the system is an increased burden for those required to comply. This burden is 

likely to be felt particularly by small businesses and those who are self-employed as secondary 

employment who will be the first parties required to comply and likely those least prepared.  

HMRC assure cost savings can be achieved with the new system, however whilst it is feasible 

HMRC themselves will make some savings it is likely businesses and individuals will be forced to 

bear extra costs with further interaction with their accountants required.  
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For those who wish to resist the digital revolution you are left with little option. There is the option 

of ‘Assisted Digital’ where support will be given to get online however it does not look as though 

being exempted from digital filing and record keeping is going to be easy.  

The principal behind making tax digital is sound, it proposes to bring all the different strands of 

taxation to one common place to make it easier to report and pay taxes. For example, a business is 

likely to pay Income tax, VAT, National Insurance or Corporation Tax; rather than having to consult 

various areas of HMRC these will all be directly accessible in the digital portal saving time 

theoretically at least. 

By 2020, MTD will see most businesses, self-employed people and landlords keeping track of their 

tax affairs digitally. They will be required to update HMRC at least quarterly via their digital tax 

account. These changes will be introduced for some businesses from April 2018, and will then be 

phased-in by 2020, giving businesses time to adapt.  

Fortunately, common sense has prevailed for individuals in employment and pensioners as the 

requirements of MTD will not apply to them, provided they don’t have a secondary income 

amounting to more than £10,000. 

There could be a silver lining with MTD being dropped from the Finance Bill for the meantime due 

to the snap election. This could see HMRC offering an extension to the deadlines for implementing 

MTD however nothing has been confirmed to date and it is likely to only prolong the inevitable. It 

is therefore prudent to be aware of what will be required in the coming years and to organise 

accordingly.  

The government has produced a useful guide to MTD which can be found at:  

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/484668/making-

tax-digital.pdf 

Spring Budget Basics for Taxation on Rural Estates 
James Pyrah, Assistant Surveyor at Robson & Liddle 

• Potential exemption for employer-provided accommodation 

• NIC changes for the self-employed 

• Business rate transition relief 

• Requirement of evidence for red diesel usage 

• Cut in dividend allowance 
Budget Bonuses 

Tax exemption on employer-provided accommodation is due to be included in an updated taxation 

system, details of which will be published in a consultation.  The obvious potential bonus for rural 

estates will be the tax reduction when houses are provided for resident agents and for Agricultural 

Workers Dwellings (AWDs). 

Following the significant change in business rates from April 2017 due to the delay of revaluation 

in 2015, some areas will see a decrease in business rates, whilst others, a sharp increase.  There 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/484668/making-tax-digital.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/484668/making-tax-digital.pdf
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are clear implications for diverse rural estates, the specifics of which have been covered elsewhere 

in this article. 

Abolition of Class 2 National Insurance Contributions (NICs) was brought in by the 2016 Spring 

Budget and is due to implemented in April 2018.  Interestingly, the 2017 Budget stated that there 

would be a 1% increase for Class 4 NICs in April 2018 and a further 1% increase in 2019, but there 

has since been a U-turn on this decision due to an uproar.  Whilst this has been put on hold the 

Chancellor, Phillip Hammond, has made his intentions clear and the self-employed should be 

aware that increased tax is due to hit the one way or another. 

Nasty Negatives 

Red diesel, commonly used in agriculture, is currently charged with minimal tax as it can only be 

used off road for specific purposes.  The 2017 Budget implements the requirement to provide 

evidence for its use.  Rural estates may suffer increased fuel expenditure as a result, particularly in 

the case of machinery with a mixed use that spends a proportion of time on public highways.  

Arguably if a rural estate is strictly using red diesel correctly, it will have little impact and additional 

costs, other than administration. 

Dividend Allowances were set to affect incorporated rural estates as they will be cut from £5,000 

to £2,000 in April 2018.  However, investors can breathe a sigh of relief as there has been a halt on 

these changes and investors are able to hang onto their £5,000 annual allowance for at least 

another year.  This is not to say future plans should not take into account a cut on allowances in 

the near future. 

More information: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/spring-budget-2017-documents 

http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/pensions/article-4443428/Cuts-pension-dividend-

allowances-hold-now.html 

Brexit for Breakfast 
Anna Woodfield 

One of the most uncertain outcomes of Brexit is the fate of British farming. Will we see farms 

collapse from lack of support, or relish in new opportunities for sustainable growth? The debate 

continues. 

Subsidies in agriculture are widely recognised in the rural community as a fundamental tool for 

supporting farm businesses. The European Union’s Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) provides 

subsidies to UK farmers, which indeed keep many farms in business. The removal of these 

subsidies upon exit of the EU could mean that up to 90% of farms would collapse, and see land 

prices crash. British farmers, on average, receive around £15,000 a year from direct payments, and 

for some, subsidies can account for up to 70% of their income; leaving the CAP will therefore 

threaten the viability of many farms. Furthermore, leaving the CAP will affect trade agreements, 

exports, and see increased competition from non-EU countries. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/spring-budget-2017-documents
http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/pensions/article-4443428/Cuts-pension-dividend-allowances-hold-now.html
http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/pensions/article-4443428/Cuts-pension-dividend-allowances-hold-now.html
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But it’s not all doom and gloom: there are many issues with the existing policies and this could be a 

refreshing start into a reformed system. Currently substantial amounts of money are paid out to 

landowners of large estates who are receiving subsidies for that reason alone, for example the 

Saudi prince who received £400,000 in one year merely for owning a substantial amount of land. A 

reformed system can eliminate unnecessary payments and ensure they are directed to those who 

require it whilst incentivising important issues, such as soil health, for example.  

Immediate support following Brexit will include the honouring of Pillar 1 payments (BPS) up to 

2022 (recently extended from 2020) and longer term Pillar 2 commitments (agri-environmental), 

as detailed in the February 2017 White Paper on Brexit. However, following 2022, the future is 

uncertain. Britain currently pays out more than it receives in CAP which is encouraging for farmers, 

although increasing pressures from other departments may reduce this. 

Beyond this, Brexit is an opportunity to re-design the subsidy system, which can be tied in with 

environmental issues. The future subsidy policy will aim to continue to see farmers receive 

funding, but in exchange for providing ecosystem services. This is an opportunity for farmers to 

still receive their necessary subsidies whilst achieving other environmental goals simultaneously. 

Subsidies could be payable for maintaining soil health, split between landlord and tenant, which 

will also create aligning goals for both landlord and tenant. A report from the New Economics 

Foundation suggested that Brexit can be an opportunity to support small scale farmers, and not 

subsidise landowners. The subsidies can be used to achieve environmental targets and to meet 

demands for food production, prioritised as necessary. Further, Britain is in a good negotiating 

position for trade deals, as 80% of food imports come from EU member states.  

It is no surprise that Brexit presents uncertainty for agriculture, however the clear opportunities 

for a tailor-made policy which suits British agriculture could be a great prize. 

Agricultural Trade: “Preparing for the Worst, Hoping for the Best” 
Andrew Bennett 

• What are the options? 

• What does each option mean? 

• What will the effects on agriculture be? 

• Why bother to prepare? 

• How can the industry prepare? 
The post-Brexit trade agreement will certainly be a priority for discussion around the big blue 

tables in Brussels. We must hope that agricultural trade will be a key element in those discussions, 

but what are the different options? How can we prepare for the worst and hope for the best? 

It’s well known that if tariffs were to be levied on agricultural products it will damage the industry 

considerably. Consideration should also be made to increasing competition from non-EU countries 

with lower food, welfare and environmental standards, which for many, represent an absolute red 

line, not to be crossed. 

So, what are the options? 
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The ‘Norway’ Model- This would represent membership to the European Economic Area (EEA), 

which essentially would constitute an EU membership-lite. It would mean continued access to the 

tariff free single market for many industries, with agriculture and fishing left out of the club. Tariff 

free exports or imports are a particularly attractive feature for agriculture. Alas, it would also mean 

financial contributions would have to be made to the EU (in 2013, Norway paid £108/head against 

the UK’s £128/head). It would also mean that the UK would have to adopt all current and future 

laws and regulations (including environmental) passed down from Brussels. 

Is this really an option? On the face of it, it appears that membership of the EEA isn’t such a bad 

deal. However, it would mean all the costs involved with full membership, without any of the 

voting rights. Realistically, this would not be an option for government negotiators as it represents 

many of those things that the 52% wished to curtail.  

The ‘Swiss Model’- Switzerland is a member of the European Free Trade Area (EFTA) which creates 

a Customs Union. It holds over 120 bi-lateral agreements with the EU, 20 important agreements 

and over 100 minor agreements. This would take considerable negotiation time to agree with 

Switzerland ratifying its first agreement in 1999.  

In 2012, a report published by the House of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee affirmed that 

should the UK leave the EU that a Norway (as part of the EEA) or Swiss style of relationship would 

not be appropriate for the UK. Both options oblige the non-EU country to adopt EU Single Market 

law with no power to shape it or be consulted on any changes.  

The ‘Turkish Model’- Members of the Customs Union (CU) agree a Common External Tariff (CET) on 

imports from third party countries, however, once these tariffs have been paid, goods can freely 

move around the union, along with products that have originated within member states.  

An advantage being that tariffs have already been fixed, saving a lot of time as there would not be 

any need to renegotiate agreements with third party nations on WTO terms. The UK and other 

member states would be able to restrict the import of agricultural products based on genuine 

health and environmental concerns with any trade tariffs collected on imports are shared between 

members. This model would likely be the best option in terms of future trade for UK agriculture 

with it being more acceptable to other states trading on WTO terms. 

World Trade Organisation (WTO) Terms-  

Trade agreements under WTO terms take a notoriously long time to negotiate, as every aspect of 

trade, regulation and tariff must be separately agreed. Until the agreement has been ratified, the 

UK would default to having to pay full EU tariffs on both agricultural and food products. In the 

interim, the UK would likely have to seek a reduction on ‘Most Favoured Nation’ (MFN) tariffs. 

Whilst this would likely benefit consumers, it would be a regressive step for farmers and food 

processors with tariffs paid on exports as well as facing great international competition from large 

exporters such as Brazil and Asian economies.  

In the case of a ‘no deal’ situation, the agricultural sector would find itself considerably exposed.  
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How can you prepare for Brexit? - 

1. Ensure a robust business plan is in place- In times of uncertainty it is essential that forward 
planning for all eventualities is a priority.  

2. Understand the strengths and weaknesses- Build on the strengths, and minimize weak 
areas to minimize any risk.  

3. Diversify- By diversifying, farm businesses are not reliant on one revenue stream and 
minimize risk. 

4. Be prepared to invest in innovative ideas and technology e.g. Robotics to replace reliance 
on seasonal workers, and new drilling/ harvest practices. 

5. Master and understand the farms unit cost of production. 
6. Be prepared for price fluctuations - Until negotiations on Brexit and indeed trade 

agreements are complete, it is likely commodity price will fluctuate with the value of 
sterling. During good times, bolster cash reserves, in bad, make use of cheap borrowing 
costs. 

7. Benchmarking- By Benchmarking against industry leaders, comparisons can be made 
between the performance of the farm/business and other industry leaders.  

8. Value Add- Moving away from global commodity markets to a more specialised market. 
9.  Use whatever methods are available to increase the productivity and profitability of your 

farm. 
 Regardless of outcome, the UK’s future trade relationship with the EU is not likely to resemble any 

of those mentioned above directly, but rather take elements of some or all. With the UK being the 

3rd largest economy in Europe and 5th largest in the world, it is likely that it will be able to 

negotiate and agree its own unique trade arrangement. However, there will be two obstacles, 

domestic opinion and the other 27 EU member states, keen not to be seen to be giving the UK an 

easy ride.  

Whatever the trade agreement it is likely that agriculture will be affected negatively, and therefore 

it is essential that farmers, estates and the wider agricultural sector take steps to “prepare for the 

worst, and hope for the best”.   

https://agribusinessintelligence.informa.com/~/media/Informa-Shop-Window/Agri/Files/Topics-

and-trends/AE-Brexit-Impacts-on-UK-EU-Agriculture-Policy-and-Trade-MARKETING.pdf 

https://www.nfuonline.com/assets/61142 

http://uk.businessinsider.com/house-of-lords-uk-faces-considerable-challenge-delivering-brexit-

farming-promises-2017-5 

https://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201617/ldselect/ldeucom/169/169.pdf 

http://uk.businessinsider.com/house-of-lords-uk-faces-considerable-challenge-delivering-brexit-

farming-promises-2017-5 

https://agribusinessintelligence.informa.com/~/media/Informa-Shop-Window/Agri/Files/Topics-and-trends/AE-Brexit-Impacts-on-UK-EU-Agriculture-Policy-and-Trade-MARKETING.pdf
https://agribusinessintelligence.informa.com/~/media/Informa-Shop-Window/Agri/Files/Topics-and-trends/AE-Brexit-Impacts-on-UK-EU-Agriculture-Policy-and-Trade-MARKETING.pdf
https://www.nfuonline.com/assets/61142
http://uk.businessinsider.com/house-of-lords-uk-faces-considerable-challenge-delivering-brexit-farming-promises-2017-5
http://uk.businessinsider.com/house-of-lords-uk-faces-considerable-challenge-delivering-brexit-farming-promises-2017-5
https://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201617/ldselect/ldeucom/169/169.pdf
http://uk.businessinsider.com/house-of-lords-uk-faces-considerable-challenge-delivering-brexit-farming-promises-2017-5
http://uk.businessinsider.com/house-of-lords-uk-faces-considerable-challenge-delivering-brexit-farming-promises-2017-5
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Soil Health Subsidies 
Ben Minns 

Post-Brexit, the British Agricultural Policy should reward farmers for achieving the highest levels in 

soil health and penalise those whose practices contribute to a reduction in soil health. Soil health 

should form part of cross compliance to ensure those that wish to claim the post-Brexit equivalent 

of BPS work towards improving the soil on land they manage. The soil on an arable farm is its most 

valuable asset yet little is being done to nationally to protect and improve its quality. A 2014 study 

by the University of Sheffield predicts the UK has only 100 harvests left, with even less predicted in 

the arable heartland of East Anglia. With a growing population to feed, and the nutrients in our soil 

in sharp decline, we may soon see an agricultural crisis. 

Impact of poor soil health 

Soil is a delicate ecosystem, taking only hours to damage yet years to recover. Poor soil health 

leads to:  

- Low levels of nutrients 
- Increased levels of soil borne diseases  
- Reduced drainage 
- Increased surface run off 

The consequences of these issues result in: 

- Decreased yields 
- Flooding of the land 
- Increased likelihood of flooding downslope of the land 

Measures to improve soil health 

Farmers could make small changes to their farming practices in order to enhance the soil they 

manage.  

Soil compaction 

Reducing the level of compaction on the land can be achieved by a simple measure of keeping off 

the land with machinery and livestock when waterlogged. Soil compaction can be further reduced 

by measures such as the use of correct tyre pressures and the use of lighter machinery where 

possible. Some farmers now have tried reducing the number of passes over land (min till and zero 

till) or reducing the traffic to defined lanes (Controlled Traffic Farming) in effort to keep soil 

compaction by machinery to the very minimum. Not only have these measures resulted in 

improved soil health, farmers are also seeing a reduction in the amount of fuel consumed by 

machinery due to the decreased number of hours working the land.  

Organic matter  

The application of plant and animal organic matter to soil results in increased levels of nutrients 

beneficial to crops. Nutrients come directly from the application of organic matter and indirectly 

through encouraging soil organisms such as bacteria, fungi and worms to thrive which in turn 

release further nutrients.  
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Organic matter further aids soil health by increasing the drainage ability. As the material is broken 

down by organisms living in the soil, void spaces are left behind creating a permeable structure for 

water to pass.  

Vegetation protection 

Light, friable soils with a high sand content are vulnerable to erosion, particularly during very dry 

periods (wind erosion) or very wet periods (water erosion). To reduce the ease in which the soil 

particles can be moved, continuous crop cover can be utilised to protect the soil from the 

elements and hold it together through the root structures. The development of earth bunds, 

hedges and trees on the margins of land further aid soil protection by acting as a wind break and 

barrier to stop the soil particles being washed or blown away.  

Proposed subsidy schemes 

Cross compliance measures 

Soil health should feature as a criteria of cross compliance, much like poaching of land or buffer 

strips near water courses currently in the scheme. Upon inspection, those farmers that fail to 

demonstrate measures taken to boost soil health such as the inclusion of organic material or soil 

compaction efforts, ought to see their subsidy payment reduced. 

Countryside Stewardship Scheme 

Occupiers of land utilising additional measures to boost soil health should be able to apply for 

schemes much like the current CSS. On let land, in effort to engage both landlord and tenant, 

financial incentives should be available for the landlord too with the view of encouraging soil 

health even further than perhaps just the occupier of the land would. 

Farmers are only custodians of the land for their life. If measures are correctly put in place today, 

the benefits could be felt by successors of the land for years to come. 

Telecommunications-The Implications for Rural Land Owners 
Claire Noble 

• Telecommunications are classed as part of the country’s Critical National Infrastructure by 
the government.  

• Government targets stipulate that every individual, business and public premises must be 
connected to 4g and superfast broadband by 2020. 

• The government sees connectivity as a driver for productivity and innovation, and the 
underpinning of a digital nation.  

• Increased numbers of telecommunication masts and broadband lines will have implications 
for landowners.  

• The need for telecommunications and its associated infrastructure is set to grow within the 
UK over the following years. 

Telecommunications play a huge role in everyday life in the UK. From providing vital business 

functions to allowing individuals to organise their social life, there are very few people who do not 

rely on telecommunications every day. It is now so important the government has classed it as a 
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part of the country’s Critical National Infrastructure (CNI). These are the top ten sectors which are 

vital to support the economic, political and social life of the country. 

The demand for telecommunications is set to grow within the UK. Fixed internet traffic is set to 

double every two years and mobile data traffic is set to increase at a predicted rate of 25-42% 

every year. Furthermore, the Government is committed to ensuring every business, individual and 

public premises is connected to both 4g and superfast broadband by 2020. Looking longer term, 

the government plans to roll out full-fibre broadband and 5g, the next generation of mobile 

connectivity, after 2020. 

Telecommunications are vital for businesses to grow and thrive. The government sees connectivity 

as a driver for productivity and innovation. They are keen to create the conditions and set the 

framework for investment in widespread and up-to date infrastructure. This infrastructure must be 

able to cope with the increased demand as described above and provide sufficient coverage and 

capacity.  

What does this mean for UK landowners? 

The introduction of 4g and superfast broadband in the UK will have a very positive influence on 

rural businesses. Rural businesses will be able to compete with those in those in the cities, and will 

help drive the rural economy.   

However, on the flip side the increased demand for data and the government’s target for UK wide 

mobile and broadband coverage will no doubt increase the need for telecommunication masts and 

broadband lines. Consequently, it is likely that landowners will see increased demand from 

Telecommunication companies to install masts and other equipment on their land. For those who 

already have masts, systems upgrades will see increased requirement for access.  

Telecoms and the Rise of Statutory Powers 
Gemma Brookes 

• Digital Economy Act 2017 –new changes to legislation  

• In favour of Telecoms – Rights to renew, site sharing, market rent, access 

• Can the agreements still be viable? 

• Threat of statutory powers 

• More powers on the horizon? 
The introduction of the Digital Economy Act this year has left landlords concerned about their 

rights on property occupied by telecoms companies either as leaseholders or licensees and what 

changes these will bring into place. Under the new legislation, many of the incentives for landlords 

to let out small parcels of land for telecoms masts have been revoked, leading to questions about 

how well-informed landlords would possibly still agree to these terms, and what this may bring in 

future. 

Changes this brings in: 
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1. Landlords cannot charge extra rent for site sharing between two service providers on their 
land – although the providers can sub–let and profit from this.  

2. The tenant has the right to renew indefinitely, with landlords unable to terminate without 
cause as in the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954.  

3. There is no allowance to charge anything above market rent and to take into account the 
value to the providers as telecoms sites.  

4. Access is allowed by tenants for any reasonable upgrades and maintenance, with no 
qualification as to what this constitutes. 

In short, with no provision to increase rents and benefit from site sharing, with the likelihood of 

being unable to reclaim land quickly, and the prospect of access being taken by multiple 

companies across fields, the benefits to the landlords no longer outweigh the disadvantages.  

Whilst we can warn readers to take care of entering into such agreements lightly, there is a 

broader issue to consider. These agreements may be still viable in certain situations, for instance, 

in small areas of unproductive land where there may be good road access to avoid constant field 

crossings. They still provide an income in an area which might have been redundant. However, 

these are likely to be few. Therefore we can expect to see a drop in the number of landlords willing 

to renew old contracts or start new ones. Whilst compulsory purchase of the site is a possibility, as 

the current powers are fairly onerous and slow to complete, some suggest other sites would be 

found elsewhere.  

However, with the terms so generally unattractive to well-informed landowners, it is likely 

Telecoms providers will often meet this reaction. Furthermore, considering the continuing and 

growing reliance on telecoms services across the country, demand will only grow. Whilst there is 

the chance incentives will have to return, it is likely further statutory powers will be introduced, 

similar to other utilities companies and possibly as effective as the Water Industry Act 1991. In this 

case it is unlikely landlords can reject these agreements. For now however, it may be prudent to 

strongly advise clients of current positions, so they may avoid the catches currently in place.  

Further Information: 

www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/30/enacted  

https://www.worthingtonslaw.co.uk/articles-downloads/2017/may/the-digital-economy-bill  

Compulsory Purchase: RICS mandates practice with new PS 
Claire Noble  

• Surveyors play a vital role in land acquisition for major infrastructure projects. 

• The size of land acquisition for major projects is set to increase,  

• Consequently, there will be a heightened demand for skilled surveyors.  

• As a result, the RICS has published a guide for surveyors to ensure that they have the 
appropriate skill set and professional competencies to deal with the complex area of CPO. 

• This guide covers all aspects to ensure property owners affected by compulsory purchase 
receive a fair and reasonable deal. 

At the heart of any large infrastructure project is the acquisition of land. With the introduction of 

several large infrastructure schemes by the UK government, the advice provided by surveyors on 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/30/enacted
https://www.worthingtonslaw.co.uk/articles-downloads/2017/may/the-digital-economy-bill
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compulsory purchase is key to both the success of the project and the associated compensatory 

measures. 

The scale and cost of the projects are considerable. HS2 from London to Birmingham is a project 

costing £55 billion, with the estimated cost of land and property acquisition worth £5 billion. The 

proposed expansion of Heathrow Airport has a land acquisition cost of £5 million. Furthermore, 

the prospect of Crossrail 2, would make additional demands on compulsory purchase expertise.  

Given the nature of acquiring private property through CPO powers and the anticipated volume of 

work in this area, the RICS is keen to ensure there are sufficient surveyors with the appropriate 

skills. As a step towards ensuring sufficient expert surveyors are available, the RICS has published a 

Professional Statement ‘Surveyors advising in respect of compulsory purchase and statutory 

compensation, UK, 1ST Edition’ This report details the mandatory professional behaviours and skills 

required by surveyors to carry out successful compulsory purchase work.  

A brief overview of these mandatory professional behaviours are as follows- 

Application and principle message 

You must be able to demonstrate a thorough understanding of all matter relating to compulsory 

purchase. Furthermore, you must be able to discharge your duties to the required standard and 

consider all the matters relevant to the instruction. If your duties evolve to becoming an expert 

witness, you must be aware of your changes in responsibility and how that may affect your work.  

Duty in providing advice 

You must provide your client with professional and balanced advice that seeks to secure an 

equitable outcome for your client, consistent with the requirement to obtain fair and reasonable 

compensation in line with the compulsory purchase code for a reasonable cost and within a 

suitable timescale. Any inaccuracies, assumptions and appropriate evidence must be 

communicated. Finally, as clients can seek to influence surveyors, you must act with 

professionalism to maintain a balanced and reasonable approach.  

Acceptance of and changes to instructions 

You must not accept instructions unless you have the appropriate competences and sufficient time 

to complete the task to the required standard. On taking instructions confirm your terms of 

engagement and ensure no conflicts of interest. If instructions are changed or supplemented you 

must document these.  

Inspection 

A record of the size configuration, relevant features and condition of the property which is 

representative to the circumstances at the compensation valuation date must be prepared. The 

inspection of the property is always required and must be carried out to the extent required to 

produce competent advice. 

Reports 

When providing advice, you must consider all matters relevant to the instruction.  
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Fees 

When advising claimants, you must ensure that the claimant understands the basis on which you 

propose to charge fees, and all other associated terms. This agreement must be presently prompt 

to the acquirer. It must also be made clear to the clients that they borne ultimate liability for their 

fees on the agreed fee basis. Furthermore, you must advise your client of any costs which are not 

normally borne by the acquirer. Finally, the surveyor must demonstrate that the basis for their 

fees is reasonable in relation to the complexity of the claim.  

For full information, please refer to the RICS report which can be found on the RICS website: 

http://www.rics.org/Global/RICS-CPO-PS.pdf  

Make sure you don’t lose out with Business Rates 
Tom Peach 

• Valuation changes come two years later than expected, creating a larger leap in 
valuations 

• Make sure you are taking advantage of all the reliefs 

• Ensure your business structure is as efficient as possible 

• If you disagree with the decision of the Valuation Office Agency, then challenge online 

• If you still don’t agree, you can take the case to the Valuation Tribunal 
 

Valuation changes for business rates come two years 

later than scheduled in an attempt by the government 

to smooth out costs for businesses. However, could 

this cause more challenges now, due to extreme 

changes in property values in the period between 2008 

to 2015. Could this spell disaster for the rural 

diversification businesses on farms and estates today? 

 

It should be noted at this point that the changes are 

not going to be brought in straight away. Those with 

high changes will see the increases brought in over a 

period of 5 years. This will also apply to those 

businesses which will be seeing a reduction in relief too. 

There will also be tapered relief for businesses with ratable values between £12,000 and £15,000. 

Another useful point which rural estates should bear in mind is that business with local 

populations of less than 3,000 are subject to 50%-100% relief, as well as farm buildings and 

farmland being 100% exempt. As well as this, the small business rate limit has recently gone up 

from £18,000 to £51,000, which could bring a lot of businesses into the small business band. 

http://www.rics.org/Global/RICS-CPO-PS.pdf
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This could provide a useful point to evaluate the structure of the various businesses on an estate, 

ensuring that there is the most efficient structure for business rate relief. This should also be 

considered in setting up any new diversifications on farm. 

If you feel like your business has been unfairly revalued, there is the ability to challenge this. Go to 

http://www.gov.uk/correct-your-business-rates to navigate to the Valuation Office Agency (VOA). 

From this site, you can then challenge the ratable value. 

The VOA will then contact you with their decision if they agree your business has been valued 

incorrectly. If you don’t agree with their decision at this point, the course of action is to take you 

case to the Valuation Tribunal as an appeal. 

No Growth in the Greenbelt 
James Pyrah, Assistant Surveyor at Robson & Liddle 

• Rural economies may suffer a lack of growth and opportunity for development. 

• This following release of the Housing white paper on 7th February 2017 which sets out the 
retention of the existing greenbelt. 

• UK housing demand is increasing, where will the houses go? 

• Local Authorities are instructed that greenbelt boundaries can only be amended after all 
other options have been exhausted. 

• Changes are on the cards for the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). 
Greenbelt Economies Cannot Keep up 

Property prices in rural areas are in the region of 22% higher in average than those in urban areas.  

Despite this there has been a trend of pubs and local shops shutting in villages and rural 

communities throughout the UK.  This increase in value and lack of employment opportunities can 

only lead to large numbers of the younger generation moving to urban areas, leaving rural 

economies dominated by older generations that have often retired.  Is limiting housing 

development in rural areas through retention of the existing greenbelt not just going to maintain 

the high prices in rural areas and emphasise this issue further?  Whilst there are many people that 

do not want to see the greenbelt reduced and the entirety of the countryside and greenspaces 

cannot be lost, there must be room for compromise. 

Where Can New Houses Go? 

Revision of the NPPF will see spatial development strategies and statement of common ground to 

ensure neighbouring authorities work together to meet housing requirements.  Another 

interesting factor is the avoidance of building homes at low densities, which again has the 

potential to further hinder development in rural areas.  Fundamentally there will be a focus on 

brownfield developments to meet the increase in housing demand but is this meeting the 

requirement for economic growth and opportunities for younger generations in the rural 

economy? 

More information: 

http://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN06418/SN06418.pdf 

http://www.gov.uk/correct-your-business-rates
http://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN06418/SN06418.pdf
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http://www.rsnonline.org.uk/community/revealed-rural-homes-are-more-expensive 

http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/mortgageshome/article-3150837/Rural-areas-pensioner-

pockets-young-people-priced-villages-grew-amid-soaring-prices.html 

http://www.cpre.org.uk/media-http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/mortgageshome/article-

3150837/Rural-areas-pensioner-pockets-young-people-priced-villages-grew-amid-soaring-

prices.htmlcentre/sound-bites/item/4511-housing-white-paper-cpre-reaction 

Mid-Tier Countryside Stewardship and Capital Grants – are you missing a trick? 
Caroline Squire, Rural Department Assistant at Kivells, Exeter 

• 5 year long option management agreements with options entered into on a field parcel by 
field parcel basis 

• Ability to apply for £10,000+ capital grants for farm infrastructure if a management 
agreement is entered into 

• £10,000 worth of standalone capital grants available to farmers in the water target area 

• Application packs must be requested from Natural England by 31st July 2017 

• Applications must be submitted to Natural England by 30th September 2017 
The new Countryside Stewardship scheme replaced its Environmental Stewardship predecessor in 

2015, with the first of the Countryside Stewardship agreements starting from 1st January 2016. 

Environmental Stewardship (and particularly Entry Level Stewardship [ELS]) had a very wide up 

take amongst farmers and land managers across the country.  We’re now into the third round of 

applications and Mid-Tier Countryside Stewardship, being the ELS equivalent in the new scheme, 

remains under subscribed. This is mainly due to the scheme being more onerous than ELS, for 

example, the low input grassland option was one of the most popular and widely implemented 

options under ELS, however under Mid-Tier Countryside Stewardship the option has restrictions 

on when you can apply fertiliser, when you can take a cut for hay, and it disallows feeding 

supplement to livestock on the field parcel. Similarly, under this option it is now the requirement 

to have soil nutrient levels tested; something unheard of under ELS and which has put many 

farmers off from applying. 

The Mid-Tier scheme, however, can be an excellent option to provide a guaranteed income stream 

for the 5 year agreement period (particularly useful considering the uncertainties that lie ahead 

with Brexit) whilst enabling the farmer to improve farm infrastructure through grant funding and 

provide environmental benefits all at the same time. Furthermore, Mid-Tier Countryside 

Stewardship works on a field parcel basis, so only specific field parcels need be entered into 

management options, rather than the whole farm, as was the way under ELS. 

By entering a Mid-Tier Countryside Stewardship management agreement, the agreement holder 

will not only receive a guaranteed annual income from the management options implemented, but 

also becomes eligible to apply for grants to improve farm infrastructure, for example roofing over 

livestock gathering areas, and concrete yard renewal. Unlike the water capital grants these grants 

are not limited to the £10,000, and so even if only a few field parcels are entered into an 

http://www.rsnonline.org.uk/community/revealed-rural-homes-are-more-expensive
http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/mortgageshome/article-3150837/Rural-areas-pensioner-pockets-young-people-priced-villages-grew-amid-soaring-prices.html
http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/mortgageshome/article-3150837/Rural-areas-pensioner-pockets-young-people-priced-villages-grew-amid-soaring-prices.html
http://www.cpre.org.uk/media-http:/www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/mortgageshome/article-3150837/Rural-areas-pensioner-pockets-young-people-priced-villages-grew-amid-soaring-prices.htmlcentre/sound-bites/item/4511-housing-white-paper-cpre-reaction
http://www.cpre.org.uk/media-http:/www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/mortgageshome/article-3150837/Rural-areas-pensioner-pockets-young-people-priced-villages-grew-amid-soaring-prices.htmlcentre/sound-bites/item/4511-housing-white-paper-cpre-reaction
http://www.cpre.org.uk/media-http:/www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/mortgageshome/article-3150837/Rural-areas-pensioner-pockets-young-people-priced-villages-grew-amid-soaring-prices.htmlcentre/sound-bites/item/4511-housing-white-paper-cpre-reaction
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agreement it may certainly be worth it to be able to unlock the value of these grants and improve 

farm infrastructure. 

100% water capital grants are also available under the Mid-Tier Stewardship scheme, providing up 

to £10,000 of standalone grants for things including laying farm tracks, fencing watercourses, 

concreting yards, and roofing over concrete livestock gathering areas. To be eligible to apply for 

these grants farmers need to be within the high priority water target area, which can easily be 

checked by entering the farm’s postcode into MAGIC maps. As they are standalone grants no 

management agreement need be entered into and the applicant has two years to complete the 

works if a successful application is made.  

Application packs need to be ordered by 31st July 2017 and applications must be submitted to 

Natural England by 30th September 2017, and Natural England will then advise on the success of 

applications in the autumn, in anticipation of a 1st January 2018 start date for all agreements.  

Useful management agreement payments and grant payments are certainly available under the 

Mid-Tier scheme, and so even if you are merely considering Countryside Stewardship presently it 

would definitely be worth requesting an application pack before 31st July and thinking about what 

options and grants you could apply to your farm, as there is no obligation to apply by doing so. 

For further information: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/countryside-stewardship-get-paid-for-

environmental-land-management 

H-App-y Maps 
Archie Ruggles-Brise 

Smart phones, apps and mobile websites are the penknife of today’s digital world so we take a 

look at 7 of the most useful Mapping apps for the rural professional.  

What3Words (free Android, AppStore, Google Play, mobile web) 

They’ve mapped the entire world in 3x3m squares, each with its own 3 word 

combination, in 14 languages. Designed to overcome problems finding grid 

references, vague postcodes or long sets of co-ordinates. Great for remote 

locations, events sites and overseas work. What3Words codes can be used with 

www.streetmap.co.uk to combine with Ordnance Survey mapping, and offline navigation through 

Navmii.  

Navmii (free Android, App store, Google Play, mobile web) 

Specialises in navigation without an internet connection. Provided you download 

the OpenStreetMap basemaps when you do have a connection you can then 

navigate around even in the remotest of locations. It even offers traffic and speed 

camera warnings. Search for your destination in the usual way, or use the What3Words code to 

take you straight to the site rather than wandering around once you reach the postcode.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/countryside-stewardship-get-paid-for-environmental-land-management
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/countryside-stewardship-get-paid-for-environmental-land-management
http://www.streetmap.co.uk/
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iGeology (free Android, AppStore, AmazonApps) 

British Geological Survey app allows you to discover the subsoil features beneath 

your feet. Zoom to your location, click on the coloured map to get a brief 

description of the bedrock and soil type you are standing on, more information is 

just a click away on the BGS website (which is itself mobile friendly).  

OS Maps (free Android, AppStore, mobile web, upgrades for offline mapping) 

About the only way to access familiar national coverage of 1:25,000 and 1:50,000 

Ordnance survey base mapping. Great for route planning, feature location and 

translation between some of the free map layers (OpenStreetMap etc) and the 

more familiar OS maps.  

Viewranger (free Android, AppStore, AmazonApps, mobile web) 

Primarily a route finder app but it does also feature a good free basemap. 

Interestingly the display shows the GPS co-ordinates of the location of the cursor at 

any time. Upgrade to OS basemaps for areas.  

Grid Reference (free Android, AppStore) 

Simple app that does its one function really well. Provides the OS grid reference in 

up to 10 digits as well as showing you the accuracy in meters of the measurement 

and how many satellites are being used. Share the measurement via all the usual 

methods including copying to the clipboard of your device. Doesn’t require an internet connection.  

 OS Locate (free Android, AppStore) 

Fast and accurate OS grid references with a really useful compass and altitude 

readout. Quickly share the details via the built in menu. Best of all it doesn’t require 

any internet access to work, though you don’t get any map information on the 

display but does have a link to the MapFinder app to allow you to buy OS maps.  
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Emma Horner 

Emma graduated with a 2.1 in Biological Sciences from Warwick University. 

After working in a biotechnology lab and yearning for a career in agriculture, 

she is now a trainee land agent for Hoddom and Kinmount Estates in 

Dumfriesshire while studying for a Masters in Rural Estate and Land 

Management part time at Harper Adams. She has implemented a GIS system 

to digitise the Estate’s records. In her free time she is a keen horse rider, 

enjoys painting, camping, mountain walking and hopes to build up her own 

small flock of herdwicks. 

 

Ellie Exelby 

Ellie is a farmer's daughter from North Yorkshire. She graduated with a 2:1 

from HAU in 2015 with a BSc in Countryside and Environmental 

Management. After a year in full-time employment as Assistant Rural 

Enterprise Manager at Blenheim Palace Ellie decided it was time to continue 

her professional development by undertaking a part-time Masters in REALM, 

with ambitions to become a Rural Chartered Surveyor. Since January, Ellie 

has been promoted to Rural Enterprise Manager at Blenheim Palace. Ellie is 

active in Enstone Young Farmers and in August will compete Nationally in 

the Ladies Tug Of War competition. 

 

Andrew Bennett 

Having completed his studies at The Royal Agricultural College, Andrew 

spent 6 years working in estate agency, and more latterly in the technology 

sector before waking up one morning and deciding enough was enough.  

Andrew decided to follow his ambition of becoming a Chartered Surveyor 

and so embarked on a PgD in REALM in October 2016. Andrew has since 

secured an APC training position at Hampshire County Council and is looking 

forward to getting back to the work place and developing his future career.  

Away from studies, Andrew enjoys many sports, and follows the Harlequins 

closely. He has also recently returned to the saddle after a good number of 

years. 
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Emma Story 

Emma is currently employed as a Property Administrator and Assistant to 

the Estate Manager at Rhug Estate, North Wales. She is being sponsored to 

complete the Post-graduate Diploma in Rural Estate and Land Management 

at Harper Adams. Previously, Emma worked within the Department for 

Conservation, Agriculture and Forestry at Snowdonia National Park 

Authority; before working as a Contract Manager for the Welsh 

Government’s sustainable land management scheme - Glastir. Emma hopes 

to qualify as a Rural Surveyor in 2019, and continue with her career within 

land management. 

 

Archie Ruggles-Brise 

CLA Committee member, Archie is a partner in a successful family run Spains 

Hall estate in Essex incorporating farming, woodlands, holiday lets, fishing, 

camping, riding and events. He is involved in developing and supporting 

river-related environmental and other works in Essex and is a Trustee of the 

Essex and Suffolk Rivers Trust and member of the East Suffolk Catchments 

Partnership. 

 

Hester Dalton 

Hester has worked for rural property consultancy firm Sworders since 

September 2016, based in their Hertfordshire office at Hadham Hall. Hester 

is currently studying towards a masters in Rural Estate and Land 

Management at Harper Adams University alongside her professional 

qualifications, and prior to this gained a degree in Geography from the 

University of Leeds 

 

Kelvin Grimes 

Kelvin works in Framlingham, Suffolk where he is a graduate trainee 

surveyor.  He originally graduated in law and is now planning to qualify as a 

chartered surveyor when he has completed the REALM course at Harper 

Adams.  Away from work, Kevin loves any form of sport and has a strong 

continuing interest in the future prosperity of the farming industry. 
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Tricia Clarke 

Tricia studied Economics and Management Science at University of 

Strathclyde and then spent four and a half years working as a project 

manager for Rolls-Royce in Derby and Glasgow. In 2015 she decided she'd 

had enough of city living so moved back to the Scottish Borders where she 

grew up. Tricia is now embarking upon a career as a rural surveyor working 

for Edwin Thompson in Berwick-upon-Tweed while studying for a PgD 

(Postgraduate Diploma) in Rural Estate and Land Management at Harper 

Adams University.  Outside work Tricia enjoys mountain biking and walking. 

She also likes travelling and has traveled in India, Canada, New Zealand and 

South America. 

 

Annie Stanford 

Annie graduated from Cardiff University with a Biology BSc in 2014 and 

joined Savills as a surveyoring assistant. She is now at the end of her post-

graduate diploma at Harper Adams and is sitting her RICS finals – the 

Assessment of Professional Competence - in the spring. She assists and 

undertakes a variety of work, predominantly focusing on professional 

practice and valuations. In her spare time she races for Paramount cycle 

racing team and is a Trek Bikes women's advocate. 

 

 

Ben Minns 

Graduate rural surveyor at Fisher German since August 2016, focussing on 

estate management and mineral surveying whilst studying PgD REALM at 

Harper Adams University. Before rural surveying, I was a geologist in oil and 

gas for four years after completing an undergraduate degree in geology at 

Durham University and a masters in petroleum geoscience at Imperial 

College London 

 

Angus Ferguson 

Angus graduated from the University of Glasgow with a BSc(Hons) in 

Agriculture. Originally from the small island of North Uist in the Western 

Isles of Scotland he returned home following university. He currently works 

as an Agricultural Consultant and has his own croft where he runs a small 

herd of cattle and sheep flock. He decided to study REALM part time at 

Harper Adams to help broaden his knowledge and provide further career 

opportunities. 
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